using constant force springs to offload the weight of the Aquarius deployable Reflector and Boom during
deployment testing on the ground. As shown in Figure 4, the Boom and the Reflector were each attached to
constant force spring mechanisms which were sized to provide a vertical force equal to the weight of the hardware
along the respective CG. Such offloading enables the deployment to be tested in more on-orbit-like conditions.
Furthermore, the GOLF prevented the hinges and primary structure from being required to support the weight of the
Boom and Reflector in the deployed state in 1-g, thus greatly reducing hinge/structure mass.

Gravity Offload
Fixture (GOLF)
GOLF
Constant
Force
Springs
SAC-D Aquarius
Spacecraft Boom
Bus

Deployable
Hinge

Deployable
Hinge

Aquarius
Reflector

Figure 4. Aquarius/SAC-D Observatory and Gravity Offload Fixture (photo courtesy of NASA JPL/Caltech).
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III. Use of Constant Force Springs on Mars Science Laboratory
Mars Science Laboratory is NASA’s next generation Mars rover that launched in November 2011 and landed on the
Martian surface in August 2012. When the spacecraft reached the Martian atmosphere, it went through a series of
sub-system separations as expended or unnecessary portions were jettisoned during the Entry, Descent and Landing
phase. When the Cruise Stage separated from the Entry Vehicle, electrical cables were severed by a pyro-fired
cable-cutter, and the free ends of the cable were retracted into the Cruise Stage by a constant force spring-driven
mechanism. Figure 5 shows the original cable retraction mechanism with two constant force springs and the
clamped interface between the spring tips and the cable bundle inside the Cruise Stage. Issues with this design are
discussed in the Lessons Learned sections below.

Figure 5. Cable Retractor Mechanism on MSL Cruise Stage (original design). (Photos courtesy of NASA
JPL/Caltech)

IV. Lessons Learned for use of Constant Force Springs
In the development of the GOLF, deployment hinges, and cable retractors described above, many challenges and
unexpected spring behaviors were observed. The goal of this section is to show quantitative and qualitative data that
describes the issues encountered.
A. Issue 1: Non-Constant Force
Despite their name, constant force springs do not really provide a constant force output in several senses. Figure 6
shows two force-deflection curves for pairs of constant force springs mounted back to back in the Aquarius GOLF.
First, about 1/3 of the force is obtained with little to no spring extension at all. There is then a clear ramp up in force
over about 1.5x the diameter of the spring. Next, both pairs of springs exhibit some force oscillation about their
nominal constant force. This oscillation means that more or less force is put into the system than expected which
could cause an overload condition or an under-offloaded condition and risk the hardware. This non-constant
behavior must be accounted for in the mechanism geometry and structural design. Even within the “constant force”
deflection region, the force still varies by some amount, especially near the end of spring travel.
Next, the two families of curves on each plot were measured before and after the springs were removed to proofload
their structural housing. After reassembling the offload mechanism, during which the spring diameters are adjusted
slightly to fit snugly onto their mounting hubs, the force curve is shifted. Therefore, the spring force must be
characterized in-situ and recharacterized after any reassembly.
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As indicated, the wrapped nature of the springs causes them to re-wrap in a circular direction when released. As a
result of this nonlinear retraction, the spring tip moved tangentially and damaged the thermal protection foam as
shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. Damage to Thermal Protection System caused by Nonliner Retraction of Constant Force Spring.
As a result of this separation/retraction test, the MSL Cable Retractor had to be redesigned as shown in Figure 13
with the springs in the much more stable “back-to-back” configuration. In this configuration, the springs balance
each other out and the result is a linear retraction. This mounting configuration is recommended by the
manufacturer to maximize spring stability.

Figure 13. Redesigned MSL Cable Retractor with “Back to Back” Springs.
It should be noted that for this application, the force output of the springs is not necessarily required to be constant
because the job of this mechanism is to go from point A to B with a roughly constant force. Therefore, bearing
mounts are not necessary, nor is detailed characterization of the force-deflection curve. However, the added mass of
the mounting hub and housing are appreciable and should thus be accounted for early in the Systems Engineering
effort.
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V. Conclusion
This article has provided data that indicate many of the issues that arise during the design and implementation of
constant force springs into space-based mechanisms. While this type of spring is suggested often during the
conceptual design phase, the challenges of their actual application are not widely known and understood. These
devices can work very well, almost as good as their name suggests, but it is important for both systems engineers as
well as mechanical designers to be cognizant of the subtle behaviors so that the springs can be mounted and tested
properly to ensure proper functionality and not jeopardize mission success.
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